
Dear coward, 	 2/1G/7e 
Yesterday I had my annual checkup, due in September and never arranged by Group 

Health until for January, when that doctor was taken ill. I was two hours early, almost, 
because the bun gave no choice, so I stopped off to meet Steve eell of eee News, the 
reporter on the Good corning Ame.ice Show. ABC's We:Thief:ton office is on the walk from 
where Igot off the bus to the GRA building 

It was the warmest greeting I can remember from a stranger. I think this comes mainly 
from three thingn: my response to his question when I was on the shove hew do I live when 
I've done all this work without regular income;prefeesional respect and curiosity; and 
from being thveoughly turned off by the manes, Gregorys and aleers. 

The show wa., still on the air when I got there. They ushered me into the ceetrol 
room adDoinine that studio, then he came out and asked if I had enough time to have a 
cup of coffee or breakfats with him ane would I wait until he aueitionee the tape he'd 
made for the news segeeent of the second hour of the ehow an it was aired in the next 
time zone. 

Be then took me to the Mayflower, which iu directle accross the street, and we sat 
and talked until I had to leave to see the doctor. 

Re was very pleasant ant we talked of many things, to a degree as you might tally 
case law with fallow barristers. I think that outside this subject I was of some help to 
him on sources for stories now in the news, where my previous experiences are relevant 
to today's major events. 

I'll not be surprised if he and his wife some up after the weather improves. 
1 also think he is not happy about the National Enquirer (my description to him) 

mind set of those on the Nee York end of the show who select the guests and their subjects. 
Despite the fact that was carrying a heavy load of papers for Dim my blood pressure 

and other such checke were Good Liter I'd carried them another 10-15 minutes. I had my 
large attache cane full and a large tote bag I'd gotten not to have to lug a box by hand 
also full. (Jim liked the tote bag so he has it and I bought another at the local place 
on the way hone from the bus station.) 

as best I can tell the checkup was okay. This new doctor, new also on the staff, I'm 
ears, from he. apeearance, a youngish woman, was at least informative. ey condition 
appears to be stable. See found no pulse in my feet, if I am to take her literally, 
which accounts for why they get so cold so fast and stay so cold. The pulse in the femorala 
is sluggish, elsewhere fine. Blood pressure not bad for 65 in a month and a half, 130 over 
80 in the right arm, 125 over 80 in the left. There is athersclerosie and what Ind not 
been told, the previous EKG showed it. z3o she ordered another one yesterday. She is 
surprised that I can walk an much ae I have, do as much as I have, without bad lag pain, 
so I suppoae I may in time look forward to that. 

I no also have a small cataract on the left eye, nothing to worry about. I'm post- 
poning the trip to the opthalmalogint until after the birthday to see if "edicare covers 
it. I'm not going back to GBA for that after all the trouble I had there several years 
ago, all wrong refractions and prescriptions. 

I'm in the ill-wind department.It has done some good, this businee. of the ill winds 
that have kept us under ice and snow. I've had to shovel snow and cop ice. 141 was scared 
but I paced eyself. I did overdue it just a little the first couple of time but soon got 
to know Vhat I could do without feeling it too much. (This is the arterial part, not 
enough oxygen if I do too much.)We had be inches thick from a very warn day after a heavy 
snow. It was all around the house and down the lane to the road-long as a football field. 
Graducally I got all around the house cleared and all down to the lane to where I was 
peat the flat part, past the turnaround and with a water down on the slope. The snow that 
have repeatedly covered the cleared part, what i had not shovelled off, has melted and 
if we do not have the predicted ano. today I'll work it farther toward the road, thicker 
ice. I've kind of enjoyed it and it was good for the arms and I now am certain the circulation. 
I find that coinciding with this for me real exertion with the arms, used so little for a 
year, coincides with the end of dissiness when I first recline or get up and the disappear- 
ance of the audibility of the beat of the heart in the right ear. 
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I beceee aware of this several days ago and was encouraged by it. In fact, it has 
led me to plan ahead for the summer. This past summer 1  was not able to mow the grass. 
I think I'll see my new hand mower and get one with the self-propelled feature so that 
for sone of the hand mowing I'le not have to exert too much. It will give me the option 
of having to do the tarn work or not doing it, I think. elope. 

Sc there arc eseee medical problewee  no new once. no Leese 	oneu ane no sweat 
about any of them. Exuept for what I've said above nothing new. 

Jim and I had a little chance to talk. Not much because by the time I was finished 
getting the chest ierays and the lab work it was after noon and I hens to be at the bus 
station by 1:3e to be Lure of a seitable :eat. 

He it elmost planning for your being able to join him and he is right, if it can 
become possible. "e is getting to the point where he'll have some income and where his 
practise can expand. ua will be getting nice fees from the goverament for the cases he 
is haneliee for ue. And years of effort, of being ayoelf, are paying off. The Steve Bell 
reaction in but one. 

Earl Cols -called me for help the other day, for all his close friendships with the 
Dense people. During the cource of n long ceneersatien he told m= he had spoken to wary 
Wade a few days esarlier and Henry had spoken highly of me. 

Read the language of the Green decision closely when you get it, and when we have the 
entire transcript, more than the opinion part of what "well said. 

WO have turned the corner of respectability and responsibility. 
And we have the most unregenerate opposition, one that guarantees ee eure-ein suits, 

sbieh means sure fees for lawyers. 
Ask yoursiiif how I can lose the suit for the FBI's releases eorkeheets. Or the one 

Jim will file after he comes back for a trip, for all those CIA requests not responded to 
going back to 1971. 

Reminds me, Steve all is a friend of l'rank Snepp's. There were inVietnam together, 
although 'they never met then. de is going to tell enepp :hat e think Im can neap him 
In the prosection Griffin '"ell has promised. And I'm sure I can, and can get other help. 

There is no doubt of victory in the ."ing case and e great expenditure of Jinn's time. 
He shoule get well into five figures on that one. The same should 	true of spectro/NAL, 
where we did get many records JeT we are still without eoepliance. He may have to go past 
Pratt, to appeals on it but he should win a nice fee. And I think we can turn the trans-
cripte suit around. 

The prospects are, I think, very good. The question is hoe to make it possible. One 
way, perhaps, is to use the nice fee I will be getting from Justice. Think of it. Jim has 
A friend who has a cooperative apartment and decided to buy an old hone closer to Howard 
'niyersity, where he in head of the meth department. The monthjy charges are only 360. I 
don t know what the cost is. but is thinks he might rent it for a while. Walking aietanee 
from eim'e office. *hit* is soon movine accrosc the hall into a slightly larder room. 

Gradually I'm eliminating the accumulation of undone work on my desk so I can return 
to ny Justice consultancy. It has mean n: rig other stack but they are at least a little 
more orderly. First I have a stack of the new releases to read and select for Jim because 
1 believe there is in than some of what DJ withheld in the spectra case. Le is about to get 
on that appeal brief. I doeet think he'll need much to prove outer than good faith and 
due diligence. "Ore there is value in the Gemberling report because it is from a HQ file 
ana was not provided under discovery and says the opposite of what Shaneyfelt reported 
and said on deposition. When we had this taterial point to reeolhe Pratt cut us off on 
the taking of teeticony, making up his own Phoney solutions. I think there is the possi-
bility, with the hoover ridicuing of the single-bullet theory, if I can fine that, of 
getting through on fact alone to the appeals court. 

I also have a new press contact in New Orleans, one who was born there, hail his news-
papering career elsewhere and is now heck there. He phoned me at Mo Baldron's suggestion. 
Be knows nothing at all about the case. His own people did not even tell him about the 
sources and resources hey already had. I did that. 

ether work palls. est, 


